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Fig. 1. Left: blindfolded user putting on the HMD. Right: user interacting with the
game via voice command and receiving spatialized sound feedback.

Abstract. In the context of raising awareness to assistive technologies,
we propose a gaming experience that allows users to embody having a
visual impairment. By occluding the user’s vision and providing spatial-
ized audio and passive haptic feedback, allied with a speech recognition
digital assistant, our goal is to present a multi-sensory experience that
offers the user a sense of embodiment inside a mixed reality blindness
simulation. Inside the game environment, the player is required to cook
a meal completely in the dark. Being aided solely by their remaining
senses and a digital assistant with spatialized audio capabilities.
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1 Introduction

Recently, researchers have claimed that the responsibility of addressing disability
should be placed on everyone collectively, including technology designers [11, 1].
In that line of thought, works have focused XR (augmented and virtual reality)
applications towards the Blind and Visually Impaired (BVI) [4, 2, 3]. Specifically
working with audio, these rely on the notion that current spatialized audio tech-
nologies allow for a decent accuracy on estimating a sound source, especially
when head movement is being tracked [2]. Considering assistive technologies in
particular, domotics [8, 9] and virtual assistants [10, 12] have also shown their
potential to help day-to-day activities of people with disabilities.

2 Related work

Exploring the spatiality of indoor environments, Iravantchi et al. introduced
the concept of Digital Ventriloquism [6]. Everyday objects are given a voice via
sound projections in a highly directional pan-tilt ultrasonic array. In a differ-
ent project particularly focusing on BVI users, Ferrand et al. [2, 3] developed a
navigation device to guide users in everyday activities with sounds using bin-
aural techniques, which proved to be viable for walking and even roller-skating.
Among their approaches, specifically Head-related transfer functions (HRTF)
and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors were similarly used in the cur-
rent project for the synthesis of spatial sound beacons positioned according to
everyday objects in the game, guiding players towards them.

3 Game scenario and tasks

The game portrays a smart home kitchen environment. The player has a dinner
date planned with a guest and the lights go out. In order to complete the game,
a meal needs to be prepared and served before the guest arrives, completely in
the dark. A digital voice assistant guides the user throughout the experience,
reminding them of the recipe, cooking procedures, time constraints and how to
find each required ingredient and utensil. The smart home enables sound to be
projected from different objects, in a digital ventriloquism manner [6], aiding the
user to find the necessary resources without any visual cues. The voice assistant
is capable of speech recognition, understanding and replying to player questions
related to the tasks.

All user tasks require a sense of micro-navigation by the user, i.e. sensing of
the immediate environment for obstacles and hazards [13], which is provided by
the smart home via an assistive technology manner. Most tasks are simply based
on finding and reallocating objects, such as putting spaghetti into a pot. The
difficulty relies on the lack of vision: resources will need to be found solely on
sound and tactile guidance. The majority of objects represented in the game are
real, such as the food, water and kitchen utensils, improving the player’s sense
of presence via passive haptics [5].
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4 Materials and methods

Being supervised by a Visually Impaired researcher in its development, the game
is meant to explore the different senses BVI people rely on. Considering the total
darkness in the game scenario, a regular blindfold is used to occlude any real or
virtual visual aspects, as depicted in Fig. 1-left. Besides that, several tools were
used to convey the player with audio and haptic experiences.

Spatial audio: As users are required to locate objects solely on sound and pas-
sive tactile feedback, a reliable spatial audio system is necessary. This navigation
method relies on the natural ability of humans to localize directions of a sound.
As to virtually synthesize these binaural sounds, transfer functions that char-
acterize how ears receive sound from different points in space can be used [2].
These are known as HRTFs, and they’re based on physical models and measure-
ments of human head, torso, and ear shapes. The human brain responds to these
differences to provide perceived direction in sound. As a device that already im-
plements an approximation of these based on the current user’s inter-pupilary
distance coupled to inside-out head-tracking, the Microsoft HoloLens was chosen
as the main platform for the game.

Passive haptics: Given that people might not be confident enough to make
precise judgements on object locations based solely on sound, players are also
expected to reach out their arms in order to understand the environment in front
of them. By having real objects and props placed in the game, the user’s sense
of presence may be elevated [5]. Feeling the textures of, weighing and smelling
ingredients are typical actions expected from cooking a meal. Thus, using the
passive haptics of real kitchen utensils, wind from a fan, water from a sink
and even real food [7] might arguably help the player in embodying the game
protagonist.

Digital assistant: As a means to interface the smart-home elements of the game
towards the virtually blind main character, a digital voice assistant was imple-
mented. According to recent studies, people with disabilities - particularly the
BVI - have been widely benefited by the use of commercially available virtual as-
sistants in daily tasks [10]. Even specifically within MR experiences, preliminary
results indicated that the presence of a speech-based virtual assistant improved
user performance in the execution of MR activities [12]. By taking advantage of
the speech input features of the HoloLens, voice commands related to the game
tasks were implemented. Allying that to text-to-speech synthesis, a conversa-
tional agent named Axela was created, being able to respond to users’ demands
and inquiries.

5 Conclusions and future work

This work demonstrates an innovative way of raising awareness to assistive tech-
nologies for the BVI through a game. Along with the passive haptics, narrative,
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and voice interface of the virtual assistant, it was possible to create a game in
which a protagonist is simulated with a total loss of vision. For further works,
we aim to compare the performances of BVI and sighted users within the sim-
ulation. We hypothesize that BVI users are likely to have behaviors in place
facilitating themselves in the kitchen. By observing these behaviors, we aim to
optimize our micro-guidance methods for BVI users, so that these can be used
in real-life scenarios, besides gaming environments.
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